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Specifically oriented to the needs of information systems students, PRINCIPLES OF

INFORMATION SECURITY, 5e delivers the latest technology and developments from the field.

Taking a managerial approach, this bestseller teaches all the aspects of information security-not just

the technical control perspective. It provides a broad review of the entire field of information security,

background on many related elements, and enough detail to facilitate understanding of the topic. It

covers the terminology of the field, the history of the discipline, and an overview of how to manage

an information security program. Current and relevant, the fifth edition includes the latest practices,

fresh examples, updated material on technical security controls, emerging legislative issues, new

coverage of digital forensics, and hands-on application of ethical issues in IS security. It is the

ultimate resource for future business decision-makers.
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The ebook does not work on Windows 8, 8.1, or 10 therefore it is useless to me. It will not work in

the cloud reader nor the Kindle app for PC if you are running anything over Windows 7. It does not

work on my Kindle reader either. This is rotten that it ONLY works on old systems and it is very

difficult to process a ebook return if it is a rental.

I used this book for a grad school class. It was alright for a beginner like myself, but multiple people

in the class were able to point out numerous errors in the text. These were forwarded to the



publisher by my professor.

Required text book for Intro to Info Security class at my college. It's an easy read for a person in the

I.T. field because if you're reading this book you should be beyond basic computer administration

and networking. Thus the jargon/industry lingo will be better digested and understood. I wish it

prepared a student to take the Security + exam though, that's the only thing I dislike about this book.

It may read a little dry in some sections but in all very good information about where computer

security came from to today's standards based certifications on cyber security.

It's an Ok book, They explained everything many complicated, They did their best to use the biggest

words in dictionary. Overall you may find some info in it.,

Very thorough book and excellent information here. My professor was the co-author of this book, so

I can attest to its' value. Great book!

Thank you very much for extending the return date. I really appreciate it.

Great book. I'm glad I rented it rather than paying full price.
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